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Executive Summary
INTRODUCTION
The 1990 Fresno Appliance Doctor Pilot Project was created to investigate the
potential energy and peak savings in residential air conditioners and gas forced air
furnaces. The Fresno study was targeted at Pacific Gas and Electric’s high bill
complaint customers (Energy Cost Inquiry’s or ECI’s).
In the winter of 1989/90 a pilot project investigating the cause of high bill
complaints among heat pump customers was initiated in PG&E’s Drum Division in
the area of Auburn, California. The results of the Auburn study (Pacific Gas and
Electric Heat Pump Efficiency and Super Weatherization Pilot Project) indicated that
substantial energy savings and peak electrical load reduction was possible from a
well controlled program aimed at these heat pumps. The results indicated that a
similar program directed at air conditioners was promising. The Fresno Appliance
Doctor Pilot was created to examine the potential for air conditioners.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Fresno Appliance Doctor Pilot were to:
(1)

Identify the major problems with existing residential air conditioning
installations.

(2)

Identify the major problems with existing furnace installations.

(3)

Determine what actions could be taken to correct those problems.

(4)

Estimate the potential savings from those actions.

i
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METHODOLOGY
Fifteen homes were selected by PG&E for the pilot project. The majority of the units
belonged to high bill complaint customers with significant summer peaks. The
participants averaged 3658 kWh in cooling use compared to a Fresno average of
1650 kWh. Each location was visited by a team of technicians who used specially
designed forms to test, record, and repair each duct system, furnace, and air
conditioner. The completed forms were reviewed by the program manager to
determine that the proper work had been done and that the desired results achieved.
If the review determined that the unit needed additional work, return trips were
made to complete the assignment. To quantify problems with the ductwork and the
building shell, each of the sites was inspected and tested using a blower door.

RESULTS
The houses investigated had major problems with the distribution system, air
conditioner, and/or building shell. The cooling savings potential from air
conditioning and distribution repairs exceeded 10% for every house and in a
number of cases it exceeded 30%. This savings potential could be realized with duct
sealing, increased airflow through the inside coil, and correcting refrigerant charge.
A program based on these repairs could reduce the cooling energy use of the
selected customers by an average of 24.4%, in addition to improving homeowner
comfort. The repairs tested in the pilot could improve the efficiency enough to
reduce the electrical load at coincident summer peak by an average of 691 watts per
selected household.
The furnaces shared the duct problems with the air conditioners. In addition most
furnaces needed adjustment of the fan switch to reach full efficiency. An average
heating savings of 16% is projected for the pilot houses due to repairs of distribution
systems and furnaces.
Problems Identified at Pilot Project.Sites
Customer complaints of high bills were traced to problems with the distribution
system, the appliance, and the building shell. Ten of the fifteen units had been
serviced in the last two years. The hvac contractors did not identify or solve the
problems that lead to high bill complaints.
Table A lists the major problems identified at the sites in the pilot project.
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Table A. Problems Identified in 15 Pilot Project Sites
Number of
Houses with
Problem
AIR CONDITIONER PROBLEMS:
Airflow less than 375 cfm/ton (dry coil)
Coil Dirty or Clogged (8)
Filter Dirty, Clogged, Missing (6)

10

Overcharge (Avg. 10% Excess Charge)

4

Undercharge (Avg. 20% below Correct Charge)

4

Refrigerant Leak

3

Other (Kinked Lines, Wrong Capacitor, etc.)

3

FURNACE PROBLEMS:
Fan Off Temperature above 90 °F

9

Steady-state Efficiency less than .75

9

Gas Leak

4

Low Anticipator Setting (Causes Short Cycles)

2

Incomplete Combustion (CO Present)

1

Cracked Heat Exchanger

1

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS:
Duct Leakage greater than 150 cfm

14

SHELL PROBLEMS:
House Leakier than 0.75 air changes/hr.

5

No Wall Insulation

14

Ceiling Insulation, Less Than R-11

4

Ceiling Insulation, R-11 to R-18.9

2
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Energy Savings
Table B shows the energy savings for individual repair measures, taken separately
(excluding any interactive effects).
Table B. Savings Estimates for Individual Repair Measures
Repair Measure

Cooling

Kw Peak
(watts)

Heating

Correct Low Airflow

7.7%

101

1.9%

Repair Overcharge

11.5%

314

Repair Undercharge

11.8%

183

Repair Duct Leakage

18%

527

12%

Adjust Fan Off Time (Temp)

*10%

*200

8.8%

Correct Underfired Furnace
Reset Anticipator

2.9%
2%

* Continuing to run the fan at the end of the air conditioner cycle would add
sensible cooling. The increase in sensible cooling could be up to 20%. This cooling
is done by returning some moisture to the inside air. Additional research is
necessary to determine whether this retrofit is effective in climates in PG&E’s service
territory.
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The individual repairs currently being considered in the package of services are
listed in Table C, together with estimated costs and calculated net lifecycle benefits.
The utility costs are based on PG&E rebating 75% of the on site cost to the
participant.
Table C. Economic Benefit and Cost Estimates
for Individual Repair Measures

Repair Measure

Est. Cost
per Site

Total
Owner
Net
Net
Utility Cost per Owner
Utility
Cost per
Site
Lifecycle Lifecycle
Site
Benefit Benefit

Correct Low Airflow

$50

$58.75

$15

$204

$52

Repair Overcharge

$100

$98.75

$25

$256

$135

Repair Duct Leakage

$250

*$242.50

$50

$1489

$1011

* includes original diagnostic work at no cost to participant.
Benefits in Table C are calculated based on an average cooling use of 3658 kWh (the
average usage of the pilot units).

CONCLUSIONS
High Bill Complaints
In all cases the cooling energy use could be lowered by 10% to 30% without extreme
effort. In the residences studied in the Fresno Appliance Doctor Pilot, high bill
complaints were attributable to significant problems with heating and cooling
equipment, the distribution system, and the building shell.
Existing Infrastructure
The Fresno pilot demonstrated that the existing hvac contractor infrastructure was
not able to identify and solve the problems that led to high bill complaints. This can
be attributed to a business environment that concentrates on low first cost and
lowest bid. This business atmosphere results in poor installations and inadequate
time available to diagnose and repair the extreme problems that exist.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The Fresno pilot project has demonstrated that substantial energy savings are
available by repairing existing heating and cooling systems. Along with these
savings comes an improved customer relationship and a substantive response to
high bill complaints. For these reasons the following actions are recommended.
Program Implementation
1)

Implement the diagnosis and repair program developed in the pilot as a
service to high use air conditioning customers. Include in this program
repairing duct leakage, increasing airflow, and correcting overcharge.

2)

For gas forced air furnaces, implement a system to lower the fan off
temperature, adjust the anticipator, and check for carbon monoxide in the
flue.

3)

Provide sufficient economic incentive to motivate the hvac contractor to
follow the system, spending the time necessary to perform the tasks
properly.

4)

Provide training on the system to insure that the contractor’s technicians
can perform the tasks.

5)

Utilize reporting, inspection, feedback, and control to insure that the system
is being followed.

Evaluation and Future Development
1)

Continue the submetering analysis of the pilot homes into the summer of
1991 to confirm the peak demand and summer use savings.

2)

Complete a long term pre-/post-repair utility bill analysis on the homes in
the pilot project and on the production program. Only through such
analysis can the true effect of programs be determined.

3)

Investigate the actual savings potential from adding fan run time at the end
of the air conditioner cycle. Quantify the trade-off between interior
humidity and sensible heat removal for climates in PG&E’s service territory.

4)

Determine what percentage of the residential air conditioner customer base
can be serviced cost effectively with the diagnosis and repair program.

New and Replacement Residential Air Conditioner Efficiency Programs
While efficiency improvement can result in reductions in coincident peak, the most
certain reductions would come from installation of higher efficiency air conditioners.
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If incentives are considered for new or replacement high efficiency air conditioner
installations, these installations should be held to strict criteria, including:
1)

The measured airflow must be between 5% below and 15% above the
manufacturer’s specification.

2)

The installed Energy Efficiency Ratio must be tested on site and be within
5% of the manufacturer’s specification.

3)

The inside coil and filter must be accessible for cleaning.

4)

For new construction, the size of the unit must not exceed the size specified
from Manual J calculations.

5)

For replacement units, the size of the new unit must be the same or less than
that of the existing unit.

6)

For new construction, the ductwork must be sealed with mastic at every
joint, the duct leakage tested, and known to be less than 150 cfm at 50 pa.
house pressure.

SUMMARY
The PG&E Appliance Doctor Pilot Project has identified a significant source of
untapped electrical and gas savings. This potential savings resides in bringing the
existing cooling and heating equipment up to its designed efficiency. Field testing
has proven that these repairs are economically feasible. In addition these repairs
have the potential to improve customer satisfaction.
A 24.4% cooling energy savings and 12% heating savings can be accomplished by a
program that diagnoses and repairs duct leakage, airflow, and overcharge on
residential central air conditioners similar to those in the study.
Information developed in this project has implications for all residential air
conditioners and gas forced air furnaces in PG&E’s service territory. It has special
significance for high bill complaint customers systemwide. In Fresno alone there
were 11,856 ECI’s in 1990.
Table D summarizes the projected savings, costs and benefits of a program to repair
residential air conditioners similar to those in the study.
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Table D. Projected Program Savings and Costs
(including interactive savings effects)
Average Cooling Energy Savings
Average Coincident Peak
Reduction

24.4%
691 watts

Average Heating Energy Savings

12%

Average Utility Cost

$306

Average Utility Net Lifecycle
Benefit1

$1028

Participant Cost
Average Participant Net Lifecycle
Benefit2

$50 to $90
$1549

1. Net benefit is gross benefit minus cost. Utility lifecycle benefit is based on
reductions at on-peak and mid-peak. The analysis predicts peak reduction at superpeak (coincident peak) which is not included in this benefit calculation.
2. Participant net benefit does not include effect of the rebate.
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I.

Introduction

A. PURPOSE
This report summarizes the findings from the Appliance Doctor Pilot. It is a concise
listing of the major findings from the work undertaken in the summer of 1990.
Details of the pilot are contained in the Appendices to the report.

B.

BACKGROUND

Proctor Engineering Group (PEG) was commissioned by Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E) to investigate the potential energy savings and peak reduction
available by repairs to existing residential air conditioners and gas forced air
furnaces. Of particular interest were PG&E customers who had complained about
high bills, known as “energy cost inquiries (ECI’s)”. The Fresno division of PG&E
had 11,856 ECI’s in 1990. Consequently, that division was particularly interested in
programs to reduce energy use and high bill complaints. This investigation (the
Fresno Appliance Doctor Pilot Project) was undertaken to determine both peak and
energy savings available from a well controlled program of field repairs.
Previous studies have indicated that substantial energy savings were available both
in air conditioning and gas furnace repairs.
In 1987, a field study of residential air conditioners indicated that with standard
installation and maintenance, the air conditioner efficiency had degraded
significantly. It estimated a lost efficiency in the order of 30% to 40%. (Neal, 1988).
As a result of the Neal report, PG&E proposed an Appliance Doctor Program to
recover the lost efficiency.
Hvac contractor repair of air conditioners and furnaces usually consists of fixing
inoperative units so they will again cool or heat. Essentially this is bringing “dead”
units back to life. In the process only “dead” appliances get attention. The
philosophy of the Appliance Doctor Program was to cure “sick” units to prevent the
unnecessary waste of energy. The process consisted of diagnosing the problem,
applying the cure, and auditing the results.
In the winter of 1989/90 a pilot project investigating the cause of high bill
complaints among heat pump customers was initiated in PG&E’s Drum Division in
the area of Auburn, California. The results of the Auburn study (Pacific Gas and
Electric Heat Pump Efficiency and Super Weatherization Pilot Project) indicated that
substantial energy savings and peak electrical load reduction was possible from a
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well controlled program aimed at these heat pumps. (Proctor et al., 1990) The
results indicated that a similar program directed at air conditioners might have high
potential.
Since 1982, a gas forced air furnace repair program has been operating in the Rocky
Mountain region. (Proctor, 1984) and (Proctor and Foster, 1986) This program has
proven to save 8% to 12% of the annual heating use. In the Fresno pilot the furnace
repair program procedures were combined with the procedures developed in the
Auburn heat pump pilot.
With input from Proctor Engineering, PG&E hired a local heating contractor to
provide two experienced air conditioning technicians and two duct repair
technicians for the project. PG&E scheduled the initial site visits. Follow-up visits
were scheduled by the contractor. PEG provided overall program management,
including technical supervision, form design, form review, field inspection, and
reporting. Proctor Engineering also provided experienced technical staff for the
furnace repair work and duct testing. Work began on the first house August 23,
1990.

C. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the project were to:
(1)

Identify the major problems with existing residential air conditioning
installations.

(2)

Identify the major problems with existing furnace installations.

(3)

Determine what actions can be taken to correct those problems.

(4)

Estimate the potential savings from repairs that solve the problems.

With that information it was anticipated that a system could be designed that
would:
(1)

Result in improved homeowner comfort, increased efficiency of mechanical
systems, and enhanced customer satisfaction.

(2)

Save 20% of the space cooling energy for the selected customers.

(3)

Save 10% of the space heating energy for the selected customers.

(4)

Reduce coincident peak loads due to air conditioning by 10%.
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II.

Methodology

A. SITE SELECTION AND SCHEDULING
The city of Fresno, California was selected by PG&E for the pilot project. Fresno was
selected because of its high percentage of ECI’s and its cooling load of 1769 cooling
degree days (65°F base). The heating degree days for that area is 2647 (65°F base).
The participants were selected by PG&E based on five criteria:
• categorized as cooling Energy Cost Inquiries (ECI’s) by PG&E;
• a summer peak to base ratio in the upper half of ECI’s;
• a use greater than their neighbors;
• an accessible location for installation of a submeter; and
• available for the work to be done.
The total time available for the study was limited by the approaching end of the
cooling season. Because time was short only “customers in the pipeline” of
customer service and audit departments were considered for the program. This
short time frame resulted in the 15 participants being only somewhat representative
of high use ECI’s. Appointments for the technician visits were scheduled by one of
the auditors from the Fresno office of PG&E. The auditor also visited each house to
determine its suitability for inclusion in the program.

B.

GENERAL APPROACH

The approach was designed to ensure that:
1) The most prevalent problems in the test group were discovered and
accurately documented.
2) The work that was done in the field accomplished its intended objective, that
is, the air conditioner, furnace and distribution system actually performed
better after the site work was completed.
3) The scope was sufficiently comprehensive that technicians could address the
mix of problems that actually occur in the field.
In order to accomplish these tasks. The following system was used:
1) The process involved initial testing, repairs, and final testing.
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2) Whenever possible production techniques developed from the Auburn Heat
Pump Pilot were employed (production techniques are those designed for a
high volume program).
3) All project employees and underwent specialized training at the beginning of
the pilot to insure that they could perform their assignments.
4) The initial visit to the house was by a group of individuals which consisted of
a team leader and two technicians. The team leader was an experienced
individual with national credentials in diagnosis and repair of gas forced air
furnaces, distribution systems and residential building shells. The
technicians were from a local heating contractor. Since the team made repairs
that influenced the airflow, this visit included pre- and post-repair testing of
air conditioner efficiency.
5) The second visit was made by the program manager and a local air
conditioning technician. This visit also incorporated pre-/post- testing of the
air conditioner.
6) Data was recorded for every step of the process so that:
• the condition of the air conditioner, furnace, distribution, and structure
could be accurately analyzed;
• the performance of the technician could be determined; and
• the applicability of the testing and repair methods could be evaluated.
7) The detailed data was reviewed by the program manager who determined:
• what feedback the technicians should receive;
• whether or not the modifications were successfully completed and if a
follow-up trip was warranted to obtain successful completion; and
• whether the processes involved were accomplishing the desired results or
needed to be streamlined or changed.
8) The program manager gave the feedback, ordered the follow-up visit or made
the revisions as necessary.

C. INITIAL SITE TESTING
The initial site testing methodology was designed to answer the following:
1) What are the problems with the space conditioning systems?
2) What is the relative frequency of these problems?
3) What are the building shell problems?
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The initial site tests performed on the furnace, the air conditioner, the building shell,
and the ductwork determined the mechanical cause of the Energy Cost Inquiry
(ECI). If these problems were present the situation was further quantified.
An interview was also conducted with the homeowner during the initial site visit.
This interview assisted in determining what problems existed and their possible
causes.
Furnace Testing
Initial measurements taken on the furnace included temperature rise, fan on/off
temperatures, draft, input rate, and steady-state efficiency. The unit was also
checked for gas leaks and the presence of carbon monoxide in the flue gas. These
tests determined the initial condition of the furnace and the work necessary to bring
it to safe and efficient operation.
The temperature rise is an easy measure of the airflow relative to the btu input to the
furnace. When there is inadequate airflow a large temperature increase is observed
as the house air passes the heat exchanger.
The fan off temperature is a critical factor in determining the efficiency of the
furnace over a complete cycle. The lower the fan off temperature the higher the
cycling efficiency of the unit.
Ductwork Testing
Based on the experience in the Auburn Heat Pump Pilot, duct leakage was
measured by the “flow hood” test. This test utilized a blower door to pressurize the
house to 50 pascals. All the registers were sealed except the largest return register.
The filter was removed from that register, and a commercial flow hood computed
the airflow through the register; This gave a measure of the duct leakage.
Appendix B compares two duct testing methods and details the methodology and
results of the pilot.
Intensive Duct Leakage Investigation
Five of the last units were tested more intensively for duct leakage. These units
were picked to represent the work of the technicians after the initial learning curve
had begun to flatten out. In these units the flow hood test was run for total, return
only, and supply only duct leakage. For the return and supply tests the supply
system was isolated from the return by a plastic barrier at the furnace blower.
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Knowing the supply/return leakage split improved the estimate of duct energy loss
and duct sealing savings.
Air Conditioner Testing
Initial measurements taken on the air conditioner included airflow, cooling capacity,
and electrical input. The air conditioning technician also measured the discharge
line temperature, superheat, subcooling, compressor megohms, and compressor
amp draw. These tests allowed the technician to determine the condition of the
compressor, the adequacy of the charge, and the air conditioner efficiency.
Airflow was measured in two ways, the temperature rise test and the flow hood
method. The temperature rise method is based on inputting a known amount of
energy into the air stream. The energy input, the mixed supply temperature, and
the mixed return temperature were measured. A single calculation, based on the
heat capacity of air, determined the airflow necessary to achieve the measured
temperature rise for the known input. This method is detailed in Appendix D. The
flow hood method utilized a commercial flow hood to measure the flow at each
return register. The flows from all the returns were summed for the total flow.
The total capacity of an air conditioner is the sum of the sensible and latent
capacities. The air conditioner removes sensible heat from the house air lowering
the temperature of the air. The air conditioner also removes moisture, reducing the
specific humidity of the air.
The total capacity was measured after at least ten minutes of continuous running.
The supply and return wet bulb temperatures were recorded. Knowing the airflow
and the enthalpy change from the wet bulb readings, the total capacity in btu’s was
calculated.
The input wattage was determined by clocking the submeter on the air conditioner
circuit.
Dividing the total capacity by the input gives the instantaneous energy efficiency
ratio (EER) of the air conditioner. This efficiency is dependent on a number of
parameters, including the condition of the air conditioner, the outdoor temperature,
the indoor temperature, the indoor humidity, the airflow, and the amount of
refrigerant charge in the unit.
Instantaneous EER =

Total Capacity
Input
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Building Shell Testing
Measurements of the building shell included a blower door test, with visual
inspection of insulation levels, thermal bypasses, convective loops and wind washes.
Based on the experience in the Auburn Heat Pump Pilot, a single point test was used
to estimate shell air leakage. Each of the homes was pressurized using a
Minneapolis Blower Door. The fan on the blower door forced air into the house
until the inside was pressurized to 50 pascals. At this point the airflow through the
fan was measured. Airflow through the fan equals the air leakage out of the house.
“Natural leakage rate” was field estimated as five percent of the airflow at 50
pascals.
Discussion of Potential Errors in Initial Site Testing
The flow hood duct leakage test produces a conservative leakage figure. The
restriction in flow through the return grill and through the return duct reduces the
pressure in the ducts to below 50 pa. This is especially true with leaky ducts and
when the test register is attached to a restrictive duct. When leaky ducts are
repaired the actual change in leakage at 50 pa. will be greater than the estimate from
the flow hood duct leakage test. The relationship between duct pressure and duct
leakage tests is discussed in Appendix B.
The temperature rise airflow test in the pilot utilized the furnace as the energy input
source. This is detailed in Appendix D. A potential error when using the
temperature rise method is misplacement of the thermocouple too near the heat
exchanger. When this happens the thermocouple “sees” the radiant heat and gives
an elevated temperature reading. Consequently a lower airflow and EER is
calculated. The problem is easily avoided by correct thermocouple placement. The
biggest drawback of using the furnace as the input for the temperature rise test is the
necessity of running the furnace continuously for 20 minutes. If this activity takes
place in the summer, it is an unappreciated activity by all but the most jovial
customers.
The flow hood airflow test is limited in its accuracy. The actual flow through the air
conditioner is higher than the measured flow because of return duct leaks.
Additionally return registers are often of a size or in a place that the flow hood
cannot be properly placed over the entire opening. This makes it necessary to
estimate the total flow based on opening size. Despite these drawbacks, the flow
hood test proved to be the most satisfactory for production use on air conditioners.
Measuring the total capacity of the air conditioner involves the use of wet bulb
temperatures. The accuracy of a wet bulb reading is dependent on the airflow rate
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across the sensor. Proper placement of the sensor in the air stream produces
sufficient accuracy.
All of the blower door tests were single point tests in the pressurization mode. For
highly accurate results multiple point tests are necessary, however the single point
test provides sufficient accuracy for a production program.

D. FIELD REPAIR
The field repair methodology is detailed in Appendix F. This methodology (Furnace
Technician Procedure, Duct Technician Procedure and Air Conditioning Technician
Procedure) was designed to answer the following:
1) Where energy savings potential is shown to exist, can existing hvac
technicians adequately perform the tasks necessary to deliver those savings?
2) What are the key parameters, easily measured in the field, that will indicate
the efficiency of a particular space conditioning system and the potential
savings?
3) What is the measurable efficiency increase due to systematic repairs?
Furnace Technician Procedure
The furnace technician procedure is copyrighted material developed by Sun Power
Association. It has been used to test, modify, and retest over 40,000 forced air
furnaces.
The initial testing of the furnace is described in the Furnace Testing portion of this
report. The results of the initial test determined the modifications applied to each
unit. After the work was completed the same tests were rerun to verify the results of
the repairs and modifications.
The furnace technician procedure requires four hours to complete.
Duct Leakage Procedure
The duct leakage procedure is a refinement of previous work by this author and the
work of other researchers, including John Tooley (1989). It tested, sealed, and
retested the distribution leakage of heating and air conditioning systems.
Initial testing of the distribution system is described in the “Ductwork Testing”
portion of this report.
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The procedure involved sealing the ductwork beginning with the most critical
locations. The critical locations were disconnected ducts, returns open into the attic,
crawlspace or walls, and large leaks behind the registers. During the procedure
insulated joints were unwrapped, sealed with mastic, and rewrapped. This process
is designed to eliminate the largest “catastrophic” leaks and substantially reduce the
smaller “diffuse” leaks.
Repairing catastrophic duct leakage and significantly reducing diffuse leakage can
be accomplished by a trained individual in four hours.
Air Conditioning Technician Procedure
The air conditioning technician procedure is a refinement of the Auburn Heat Pump
Pilot testing methodology, the work of other researchers including Leon Neal (1990),
and criteria developed from manufacturers’ data. It tested, modified, and verified
efficiency improvements on air conditioners.
The initial testing of the air conditioner is described in the Air Conditioner Testing
portion of this report. The results of the initial test determined which modifications
would be accomplished on each unit.
This procedure guided the technician through the most common and easily solved
problems, such as low airflow, to the more time consuming and somewhat less
prevalent problems, such as improper charge. Once adequate airflow was obtained
by cleaning the coil and opening registers, non-intrusive tests were run. These tests
determined charge level, the condition of the compressor, and the efficiency of the
unit. The level of charge was corrected by migrating charge out of the unit or
adding charge to the unit. The amount added or removed was measured with a
charging cylinder.
Having properly diagnosed the problems, the indicated repairs were made and the
air conditioner was retested.
The procedure takes one hour for the initial test. Most units require two hours of
technician time, since inadequate airflow is such a prevalent problem. Air
conditioners that are overcharged take an additional two hours to repair. Units with
refrigerant leaks require up to six hours of repair time.
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E.

SUBMETERING

Submetering was included in the pilot study in order to:
1)

Provide data to create a predictive model (the hourly regression model) that
estimates the potential effect of individual measures on coincident peak
demand and total use.

2)

Determine these units’ actual contribution to the coincident summer peak
diversification factor and total kW.

3)

Investigate occupant thermostat management patterns and how they affect
coincident peak.

4)

Measure the total savings for each house.

Submetering provided actual information about the performance of these units
under all conditions that occurred during the test period. It therefore provided a
check of efficiency improvement predictions from one-time field tests. Submetering
also recorded actual use at coincident peak to check the predictions of the hourly
regression model.
All 15 residential sites were submetered to record the air conditioner kWh for every
15-minute period, both before and after energy reduction repairs were conducted.
The data was analyzed for daily use, hourly use, continuous operation demand,
system peak contribution, and control type.
The submetering methodology is detailed in Appendix C.
Peak Savings
A predictive model for peak demand reduction was developed by calculating a
linear regression correlating maximum continuous air conditioner demand to hourly
outdoor temperature. Another regression line describing the air conditioner use
when the unit is cycling was computed; the intersection of these two lines predicts
the minimum temperature that necessitates continuous operation, “Onset of
Continuous Operation (OCO)”. Continuous running creates the maximum
sustained demand that an air conditioner will place on the utility system. This point
is critical to predicting the air conditioner’s demand at coincident peak. Figure 1
demonstrates an example of the hourly regression model with the continuous
operation regression line, the cycling operation regression line and the OCO.
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Figure 1. Hourly Regression Model
Using this predictive model, the reduction in peak energy use from the pre- to postrepair period was calculated. Changes in the continuous operation line and the
cycling operation line were calculated and the effect of these shifts on peak energy
use was predicted.
Overall Energy Savings
The overall savings analysis procedure creates a linear model of daily air
conditioning use vs. outdoor temperature for each home and applies the model to
standard weather conditions. The total energy savings attributed to the
modifications is calculated by comparing the energy that would be used by the
house under standard weather conditions before and after the repairs. Figure 2
shows an example of the daily use model with pre-repair and post-repair use.
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Figure 2. Daily Regression Model

F.

SIGNATURE - CYCLING EFFICIENCY TESTING

The furnace and air conditioner signature tests were included in the pilot study in
order to:
1)

Determine the pre-/post- repair efficiencies of these units for complete (non
steady-state) cycles.

2)

Measure the savings associated with individual improvements so that cost
effectiveness can be determined.

Furnaces and air conditioners at five homes were tested utilizing the forced air
signature test (FAST). The signature test provided a rapid and reliable evaluation
tool to determine the actual in-place furnace efficiency. This tool produced
efficiency of the unit for entire cycles, not just steady-state conditions.
Signature testing background, methodology and results are detailed in Appendix D.
Cycle Efficiency
The cycle efficiency is the total energy delivered (or heat removed) by the
furnace/air conditioner divided by the total input over an entire cycle. This was
determined by measuring the output (or capacity) and the input every 15 seconds.
The total energy delivered (or heat removed) up to any point in the cycle divided by
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the total input up to that point is called the cumulative efficiency. The cumulative
efficiency vs. time gives a very repeatable “signature” of the operation of the unit.
The 5-minute “signature” of the furnace in House #2 is shown in Figure 3.
The cycle efficiency is the cumulative efficiency at the time the cycle ends.

Figure 3. Cumulative Furnace Efficiency

5-Minute Cycle Furnace #2
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For each furnace under each test condition (pre-/post-) a regression analysis
produced an equation relating the cycle efficiency (eff.) of the unit to the delivery
temperature and gas cycle length. For example, the result of the regression for
furnace # 2 in the pre-repair condition is:
Cycle Eff. =  - x

(Tdel - 
tcycle

Where


= the intercept of the regression, this approaches the steady-state eff.



= the slope (a constant), efficiency decrease due to changes in fan off
temperature and gas cycle length

Tdel

= temperature of the delivery air at fan off (°F)



= hinge point, this approaches the return air temperature at the time of
the test

tcycle = time from gas on to gas off (seconds) - gas burn time
The cycle efficiency was calculated by substituting the delivery temperature at fan
off and average cycle time into the derived equation. This was done for both the
pre- and post-repair conditions and established the pre-/post- efficiencies.
Having derived the cycle efficiencies, the savings were calculated as follows.
Savings (%) =
Where
Eff1

= initial efficiency

Eff2

= final efficiency

Eff2 - Eff1
Eff2
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III.

Results

The primary results of this study are contained in this section and consist of:
• problem identification;
• effect of individual air conditioning repair items, including energy savings,
reduction in continuous running input,* and reduction in coincident peak
load;
* Continuous running input (CRI) is the kW input to the air conditioner when it runs without cycling.

• effect of individual furnace repair items, including energy savings;
• effect of distribution duct repair, including energy savings, reduction in
continuous running input, and reduction in coincident peak load;
• identification of building shell problems;
• air conditioning coincident load and effect of thermostat management
strategies;
• Appliance Doctor Pilot air conditioning energy savings; and
• Appliance Doctor Pilot furnace energy savings.
Details, important but secondary information, and extended discussion are in the
following appendices :
• Appendix B - Details of duct leakage and duct sealing;
• Appendix C - Details on submetering;
• Appendix D - Details on cycling tests;
• Appendix E - Details on savings calculations.

A. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
The frequency of problems identified on the program houses is demonstrated in
Table E. All but one of the houses studied had at least one major problem with the
air conditioning system or the building shell. That house used 2160 kWh for
cooling, only slightly above the Fresno ECI average (1696 kWh) and well below the
average use of the study homes (3658 kWh).
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Table E. Frequency of Problems Identified (by Site)
Percent with Problem
AIR CONDITIONER PROBLEMS:
Airflow less than 375 cfm/ton (dry coil)
Coil Dirty or Clogged (53%)
Filter Dirty, Clogged, Missing (40%)

67%

Overcharge (Avg. 10% Excess Charge)

27%

Undercharge (Avg. 20% below Correct Charge)

27%

Refrigerant Leak

20%

Other (Kinked Lines, Wrong Capacitor, etc.)

20%

FURNACE PROBLEMS:
Fan Off Temperature above 90 °F

60%

Steady-state Efficiency less than .75

60%

Gas Leak

27%

Low Anticipator Setting (Causes Short Cycles)

13%

Incomplete Combustion (CO Present)

7%

Cracked Heat Exchanger

7%

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS:
Duct Leakage greater than 150 cfm

93%

SHELL PROBLEMS:

B.

House Leakier than 0.75 air changes/hr.

33%

No Wall Insulation

93%

Ceiling Insulation, Less Than R-11

27%

Ceiling Insulation, R-11 to R-18.9

13%

AIR CONDITIONING REPAIRS

The major effect of the field repairs on the air conditioners was to bring the critical
performance parameters of airflow and charge to near the design for each
parameter. As a result, the largest efficiency improvement occurred on air
conditioners that were operating the furthest from their design conditions.
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Airflow
Airflow should be 425 to 450 cfm per ton through a dry coil. This will give the
proper 400 cfm per ton through the unit when the air conditioner is running and the
coil is wet. A summary of the initial airflow in cfm/ton is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Statistical Summary of Initial Airflow (AC)
Low airflow was the most prevalent air conditioner problem in the study. The
primary cause of low airflow was dirty inside coils. One coil was so dirty and wet
that mold was growing on the coil. An air conditioning technician had been to the
house recently to diagnose the problem. He had correctly diagnosed low airflow but
rather than cleaning the coil, he sold the homeowner a higher horsepower motor for
her indoor fan.
The most effective repair for low airflow is cleaning the inside coil. On direct drive
motors, the blower is usually wired to high speed operation in the cooling mode.
Belt driven blowers, on the other hand, usually have the drive pulley incorrectly
adjusted. In those cases adjusting the pulley to higher blower speed can be effective.
In the pilot, these changes to the ten units with low airflow increased airflow by
16%. A summary of the final airflow in cfm/ton is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Statistical Summary of Final Airflow
Low airflow is a substantial problem for air conditioners. The estimated cooling
savings from coil cleaning and limited blower speed adjustment is 7.7% for the units
that had a low flow problem.
Increasing the airflow of an air conditioner has two effects. It improves the
efficiency of the unit and increases the CRI (continuous running input). CRI is the
kW input to the air conditioner when it runs without cycling. The CRI increases
because cleaning the coil increases the load on both the inside fan and the
compressor. Repairing a low flow condition (dry coil cfm/ton < 375) is estimated to
raise the CRI by an average of 5%.
The coincident peak is determined by the efficiency for units in the cycling mode
and by the CRI for units running continuously. The average coincident peak for
studied units with low airflow is projected to fall 101 watts due to repairs.
Under normal circumstances, low airflow is likely to continue to go unrepaired
unless it is due to a clogged filter. Reasons for the lack of repair are:
1) Technicians do not regularly test for airflow, in spite of the fact that the tests
for proper charge are only meaningful when there is proper airflow.
2) Indoor coils are often accessible only with extreme perseverance.
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3) Technicians do not regularly work on ducts, so crushed and kinked ducts are
not repaired.
High airflow was found on one unit in this sample. That unit had massive return
leaks through open wall cavities into the attic. Those leaks provided very little
restriction to the suction side of the blower; as a result higher than normal airflow
occurred. When the airflow is too high the results are excessive noise, less moisture
removal and increased duct leakage.
Improper Refrigerant Charge
Improper charge occurred on 56% of the units. Undercharge and overcharge were
evenly distributed. The average overcharge was 10%, while the average
undercharge was 20%.
In the field, most technicians make the determination of proper refrigerant charge
through guesswork. One of the common techniques is to “feel the lines” to
determine charge.
Checking for correct refrigerant charge is a task that is straightforward given proper
training and adequate time. For the most common system (capillary tube flow
control) charging is a well defined process. A single generic chart can be used to
determine whether the unit has proper superheat - indicating the correct level of
charge. This method is quite accurate, but it takes more time than “feeling the
lines.” Units with expansion valve (TXV) flow control should be charged to the
proper head pressure determined by the manufacturer’s chart. Suction pressure is
also monitored in this procedure. Manufacturers’ charts are often missing in which
case the unit can be charged to 10°F subcooling. Pumping down the system and
weighing in the charge is accurate but time consuming.
It is not surprising that many of these units have an incorrect charge for the
following reasons.
1) When the technicians install and remove their gauges it is easy to let
refrigerant escape. This is especially a problem on units with liquid line taps.
2) When parts of the system are replaced and repairs are hastily made, brazing
connections to the new part are often leaky.
3) Technicians often add refrigerant without finding the cause.
During this project all but one of the identified refrigerant charge problems were
repaired. On that unit there were numerous leaks in the coil, a cracked furnace heat
exchanger and a damaged compressor. That unit needed to be replaced.
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Proper charging is estimated to save 11.5% on overcharged units and 11.8% on
undercharged units. Correcting refrigerant charge increases the CRI for
undercharged units by 11.6% and decreases it by 1.2% on overcharged units.
The average coincident peak for undercharged air conditioners is projected to fall
183 watts. For overcharged units the reduction is approximately 314 watts. These
estimates are based on a typical undercharge of 20% and typical overcharge of 10%.
Air Conditioning Fan Off Potential Savings
At the end of a typical air conditioning cycle when the compressor shuts off so does
the inside fan. The efficiency of the air conditioner is affected, if the cycle is
extended by delaying the fan off. This is detailed in Appendix D.
In hot dry climates evaporative coolers can effectively provide substantial space
conditioning in hot weather. In hot wet climates it is necessary to not only cool the
inside air but also remove substantial moisture. Many air conditioners are designed
to accomplish the latter task. In hot climates with moderate moisture, some
evaporative cooling could be added to the end of the air conditioning cycle. This
could be accomplished by running the inside fan at the end of the normal air
conditioning cycle. This would be equivalent to installing an air conditioner with a
higher sensible heat ratio. The additional sensible cooling and improved sensible
capacity to input ratio (“sensible EER”) is substantial as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Increase in Sensible Cooling by Running Inside Fan
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Running the fan at the end of the air conditioner cycle potentially could save up to
20% of the cooling energy. Previous research (Khattar et al., 1985) into continuous
running fans concluded that, “It can also prompt lower temperature settings, which
would be counterproductive to energy savings.” Research in PG&E’s service
territory is required to determine the indoor humidity effects, occupant response,
and actual savings potential of running the fan for some period after the compressor
shuts off.
Running the fan at the end of the cycle would have no effect on CRI. If an average
10% savings was accomplished, the average coincident peak could fall as much as
200 watts.

C. FURNACE REPAIRS
The primary effect of the field repairs on furnaces was to lower the fan off
temperature - the most effective adjustment available for a forced air furnace. As
with the air conditioners, the largest efficiency improvement occurred on furnaces
that were operating the furthest from their optimum settings.
Airflow
Intensive furnace cycle testing has demonstrated that fossil-fueled forced air furnace
efficiency decreases with reduced airflow. (deKieffer, 1990). The estimated heating
savings from coil cleaning and limited blower speed adjustment is 1.9%.
Fan Off Control
At the end of a furnace cycle the fan continues to run after the gas is off. This
delivers additional heat to the house. If the cycle is extended by delaying the fan off
the efficiency of the furnace is affected.
Delaying the fan off will scavenge usable heat from the heat exchanger and improve
cycling efficiency. Previous studies (Proctor, 1984; Proctor and Foster, 1986) have
shown that a measured fan off temperature of 90°F is acceptable in residences when
the occupants are informed about the savings resulting from this adjustment.
In this study, the furnace fan off temperatures were adjusted too high on 60% of the
units. The effect of this misadjustment is to decrease the cycling efficiency of the
furnace significantly. When the furnace is installed it is common for the installer to
adjust the fan off temperature to 110°F or higher in order to preempt customer
complaints of cool air at the end of the cycle. In addition, the adjustment is made
based on the fan switch scale which is inaccurate.
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Readjustment was aimed at producing a measured delivery temperature of 90°F
when the fan shut off.
On the dual-packs in this study, a combination of conventional thermal fan switches
and time delay fan switches were found. The fan off settings were adjusted by
resetting the thermal switches or adding an additional time delay relay.
The cycling tests showed that the furnace efficiency (excluding duct losses) was
essentially a linear function of the fan off temperature and gas burn time (fan off
temperature determines how long the fan runs at the end of the cycle by scavenging
heat from the heat exchanger). The relationship between gas burn time, fan off
temperature, and efficiency is demonstrated graphically in Figure 7.
Cycle
Efficiency
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Figure 7. Fan Off and Cycle Length Effect on Efficiency - Furnace #5
Figure 7 is typical of the furnaces in the study. From this figure the following can be
observed:
1) As the fan off temperature was lowered the efficiency of the furnace
improved substantially.
2) The efficiency improvement from lowering the fan off temperature was
greatest for short cycles.
3) Longer cycles produced higher furnace efficiencies, however the effect was
diminished as the fan off temperatures were lowered.
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4) It required a substantial increase in cycle length to obtain a significant furnace
efficiency gain.
This series of curves can be represented by the equation:
Cycle Eff. =  - x

(Tdel - 
tcycle

Where
Tdel

= temperature of the delivery air at the end of the cycle(°F) - fan off
temperature

tcycle = time from gas on to gas off (seconds) - gas burn time
Changing the furnace fan off temperature is estimated to save 4.4% of the heating
energy use for every 10°F reduction. For an average reduction of 20°F the savings
would be 8.8%
Furnace Steady-State Efficiency
The steady-state efficiency of a modern gas forced air furnace is determined
primarily by the heat exchanger design and the percentage of excess air present.
Smaller efficiency changes occur due to the temperatures of the combustion and the
house air as well as the flow rate of house side air.
Excess air is mostly secondary combustion air and the volume is not adjustable. The
percentage of excess air, however, depends on the actual gas input rate of the
furnace. When a furnace is underfired the percentage of excess air is high; this
lowers the steady-state efficiency.
Six of the nine units with low steady-state efficiency were underfired. If the input
rate was adjusted on these units to the rated values, there would be an average
heating fuel savings of 2.9%.
Gas Leak
Four of the furnaces (27%) had gas leaks. Data from previous studies including a
study of 1,000 furnaces (Frey et al., 1989) shows that gas leaks would be expected on
8.3% of the units. The high frequency of gas leaks on these units may be due to the
placement of most of these furnaces on the roof. With this placement the occupants
of the house are very unlikely to smell the gas leak.
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Anticipator Setting
Signature testing shows that the gas burn time of the furnace is a critical factor in
determining the efficiency of the furnace. The gas burn time is affected by the
anticipator setting. When the anticipator is set too low, burn time is short and
cycling efficiency is poor.
High anticipator settings are also detrimental. When the anticipator is set too high
the long burn time overheats the house and increases building heat loss.
Two units had low anticipator settings and six had high settings. Increasing the
anticipator setting on the two low units to the correct values will result in an average
heating fuel savings of 2%. The savings for reducing the settings on units with high
settings is not adequately documented.
Incomplete Combustion
One house had incomplete combustion resulting in large amounts of carbon
monoxide in the flue gas (full black with one pump of the Monoxor). This single
occurrence represents 7% of the sample group which is close to the 5% expected
from the 1,000 furnace data base.
Incomplete combustion normally goes undetected because technicians do not have
the equipment or training to perform the simple test for CO in the flue gas. This
incomplete combustion has two effects. First, the presence of significant (greater
than 100 ppm) CO in the flue makes it possible for CO to enter the structure through
some venting failure. This has serious or even fatal consequences to the occupants.
Second, the presence of significant CO in the combustion products indicates that the
burn is incomplete. This can substantially lower the efficiency of the unit.
In the single case found in this study, the savings from obtaining a complete burn
and eliminating CO was 19.1%.
Heat Exchanger Cracks
One furnace had a cracked heat exchanger. The production furnace program has a
frequency of cracked heat exchangers of approximately 2%.
The heating industry does not often miss diagnosing a heat exchanger problem since
there is significant economic incentive to find it (a cracked heat exchanger usually
results in the installation of a new furnace).
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D. DUCTWORK REPAIRS
Duct leakage was the most prevalent problem in the studied homes. The average
initial duct leakage corrected to 50 pa. pressure was 419 cfm. Results from the flow
hood duct leakage tests are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Statistical Summary of Duct Leakage
Tooley and Moyer (1989) measured duct leakage in 23 Florida homes. The average
duct leakage in that study was a similar 406 cfm.
In the Fresno Appliance Doctor study, duct leakage (CFM50) averaged 14.7% of the
total house leakage. This number is similar (considering sample size) to the 18% that
was found on a 40 new home statewide sample by Berkeley Solar Group (1990). It is
also similar to a 11.7% found in a 61 home study by Cummings et. al. (1990).
While duct leakage was 14.7% of the total house leakage, the effect is much larger
than this percentage implies. The duct leakage is of higher importance than other
leakage sites in the home for three reasons:
1) The highest pressure differential across leakage sites occurs at ductwork
cracks when the inside fan is on (pressures of 50 pascals are common). For
homes in the study these pressures occur during 29.9% of the cooling hours.
2) Leaks in the supply ducts expel air that is cooled below house air
temperature. A 10% supply duct leak to the outside is a 10% cooling capacity
loss.
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3) Superheated attic air leaking into the return system further increases the
cooling load.
As a result of the above three items the average cooling load increase from duct
leakage was approximately 25% for the study homes. The corresponding heating
loss was 16.2%.
The five duct systems studied in detail had higher average leakage than the study as
a whole. Their average cooling load increase due to duct leakage was 29%. The
results of the intensive duct leakage investigation are contained in Appendix B.
After the initial learning period, technicians were able to seal almost 60% of the
measured duct leakage. In a number of instances the location of the duct leak could
be determined, however that location was inaccessible to repair. Nevertheless, with
proper training and feedback it is possible for four hours of work on the ducts to
achieve an average 65% reduction in duct leakage. Work by Tooley (1990) in Florida
produced an average reduction in duct leakage of 67%. The resulting cooling
savings measured by Cummings (1990) was 18%.
Based on the empirical data in the Cummings study, the estimated cooling savings
for duct repair is 18%. The corresponding heating savings is 12%.
Duct sealing has little effect on continuous running input. However the reduction in
peak is substantial. The average coincident peak for the study units is projected to
fall 527 watts.

E.

BUILDING SHELL PROBLEMS

All but one unit lacked wall insulation and 40% had R-11 or less ceiling insulation.
The lack of wall and adequate ceiling insulation is somewhat a function of the age of
these structures. Only one unit was built after Title 24 standards were in place. In
addition, many of these units were observed to have inadequate attic ventilation for
this climate.
Excessive air infiltration and duct leakage were the most common shell problems in
the homes studied. The natural air change estimate averaged .68 air changes per
hour. This is very close to the .67 natural air change estimate from the 51-unit heat
pump study of predominantly post-Title 24 homes.

F.

AIR CONDITIONING COINCIDENT LOAD

The coincident load and the effect of thermostat management patterns were studied
through the submetering analysis. Two participants no longer used their air
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conditioners because of their perception that the bills were too high. These two
units were dropped from the analysis except as noted.
Savings at coincident peak (called super-peak in PG&E terminology) was studied.
Savings at other “peak” hours would exceed the savings calculated for coincident
peak. Peak savings is the difference between the pre- and post-repair peak load.
These values can be derived from a predictive model based on submetered data or
directly measured by the submeter if it is in place when the peak occurs.
Pre-Repair Peak
The submetered data provided adequate pre-repair information with which to
model eleven of the houses. The most recent PG&E system peak of 19,400
megawatts occurred on 8/9/90 at 15:00. The model predicted a peak use for study
houses on 8/9/90 of 59.51 kW. The actual peak use for these homes was 61.29 kW.
The prediction is within 3% of the actual peak. Predicted and actual peak use for the
eleven houses is shown in Figure 9. (The meter was not installed on House #11 until
8/10/90. The actual meter readings for 15:15 through 17:00 on 8/10/90 are included
in the total.)
Actual demand - system peak day

Predicted hourly peak use - 11 units
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Figure 9. Comparison of Predicted AC Peak Demand to Actual Peak Demand
The peak diversification factor describes the fraction of the maximum (continuous
running) load that can be expected to be on line during a peak hour. The peak
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diversification factor used by PG&E for residential air conditioning is .49. The test
units exhibited significantly higher diversification factors at coincident peak, as
reported in Table F.
Table F. Peak Diversification Factors
Standard Peak Assumption PG&E
Systemwide

0.49

Coincident - Predicted from Study

0.96

Actual 16:00 (8/9/90)

0.99

Actual 15:00 (8/9/90)

0.80

Actual 15:00 (8/9/90) including two
unpredictables

0.76

Actual 15:00 (8/9/90) including two
unpredictables and two totally unused units

0.67

Post-Repair Peak
The post-repair time period did not contain temperatures warm enough to predict
the post-repair peak. The meters remain in place and data from the summer of 1991
will be input into the model. The post-repair peaks for this report were estimated by
recalibrating the pre-repair models for each unit. This estimation is described in
detail in the methodology section.
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Peak Savings
Table G shows the coincident peak reductions for individual repair measures, taken
separately (excluding any interactive effects).
Table G. Peak Reduction Estimates for Individual
Repair Measures
Repair Measure

Kw Peak
(watts)

Correct Low Airflow

101

Repair Overcharge

314

Repair Undercharge

183

Repair Duct Leakage

527

Adjust Fan Off Time

200
(potential)

Thermostat Control Strategies
The occupants of the test houses utilized a variety of thermostat control strategies:
1.

Six of the houses used off/on control - manually switching the thermostat
on when the occupant wants it cooler and off when s/he considers it cool
enough. This is accomplished with the off-cool switch on the thermostat or
by adjusting the set point of the thermostat up/down.

2.

Three of the houses used daily set up/set down control - a consistent
pattern of setting the thermostat up in the evening and down at some time
during the day, with only occasional minor adjustments of the thermostat.

3.

Four of the houses used constant temperature setting control - setting the
thermostat at one temperature and nearly always leaving it untouched.

4.

Two of the houses did not use their air conditioners at all.

Extreme examples of off/on control and constant temperature control are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Off/On Thermostat Control Pattern - Air Conditioner #1
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Figure 11. Constant Temperature Thermostat Pattern - Air Conditioner #3
For on/off or set up/set down control patterns the unit may operate continuously at
any temperature. These control patterns impact the model by lowering the onset of
continuous operation (OCO).
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G. APPLIANCE DOCTOR PILOT AIR CONDITIONING SAVINGS
The daily use analysis described in the methodology section derived the weather
corrected total savings.
Eight houses had adequate predictable pre- and post-repair use for the regression to
be meaningful (R2 is greater than .70). Post-test weather conditions did not include
the extreme high temperatures that occurred during the pre-repair period. This
results in fewer days with the air conditioner running and less reliability in the
regressions. The submeters remain in place. Data from high temperature days in
the summer of 1991 should produce adequate data to refine the analysis.
Savings for the eight houses are reported in Table H.
Table H. Weather Normalized Savings
Submetered Data
Air Conditioner #

Cooling Savings

3

17.98%

5

31.59%

6

9.56%

7

22.35%

8

29.40%

11

21.57%

12

4.65%

15

-11.22%

House #15 showed negative savings. This house was manually controlled in the
off/on mode; the control mechanism may be responsible for the negative savings.
Other occupancy factors may have led this household to use the air conditioning
more during the post-repair period.

H. APPLIANCE DOCTOR PILOT HEATING ENERGY SAVINGS
The FAST (forced air system test) data for five furnaces was analyzed as described in
the methodology section and Appendix D. The results give substantial information
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about furnace performance and savings available by adjusting the fan off
temperature for these furnaces.
Cycling Efficiencies
The furnace steady-state, cycling, and overall efficiencies are shown in Figure 12.

Pre-Repair

Post-Repair

Efficiency
21.3%
Savings

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Steady-State

Cycling

Overall

Figure 12. Efficiency Improvement from Furnace Repairs
Signature Test Units
This figure graphically illustrates the effect of modifications to the furnace. The
change in steady-state efficiency was primarily due to the increased airflow. The
savings measured by the steady-state efficiency was 1.9%. The change in cycling
efficiency includes the steady-state improvement and also the fan off temperature
adjustments. The savings measured by cycling efficiency was 11.5%. This is in the
range of 8% to 12% measured previously in the production furnace program. The
overall efficiency is based on the cycling efficiency and the average distribution
efficiency calculated for units in the study. This does not include conductive duct
losses which would further reduce the overall efficiency. Even without that loss the
overall efficiency was approximately 51.5% before repairs. Class B monitoring in the
early 80’s measured similar overall furnace efficiencies for gas fired forced air
furnaces (SERI, 1983); (SERI, 1984). The post-repair overall efficiency captures the
sum of airflow improvements, fan off adjustments, and duct leakage reductions.
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Based on eliminating 65% of the duct leaks, the overall savings calculated for these
five units was 21.3%.
Incomplete Burn - (CO)
One signature test unit was removed from the above analysis because it had massive
carbon monoxide. This made the standard flue gas analysis of steady-state
efficiency invalid. The steady-state efficiency was determined by measuring the
flow through the unit using the flow hood and adding the measured 230 cfm return
leak. From the measured airflow and temperature rise, the steady-state output was
calculated. The ratio of steady-state output to input (s.s. eff.) for that unit was
initially 60.8%. After the furnace was repaired and CO eliminated the s.s. eff. was
75.1%. The savings from obtaining a complete burn was 19.1%.

I.

APPLIANCE DOCTOR PROGRAM - ECONOMIC SUMMARY

The savings estimates and net lifetime benefits in this report are calculated using
empirical data whenever possible. Net lifetime benefit was calculated by PG&E
using the DSSTRATEGIST software. The savings estimation process and benefit
analysis inputs are described in Appendix E.
The calculation of estimated savings for the total program can be summarized as:
1) The savings for each individual house in the sample is calculated “in series,”
i.e. the savings are not additive, but discounted by the savings that has
occurred due to other program items when applicable to that house.
2) The savings for all fifteen houses in the sample are then averaged producing
an unweighted average savings for the program.
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Overall Savings, Cost and Benefits
Table I shows the projected energy savings, costs, and net lifecycle benefit for a 3000home program consisting of air conditioning diagnostics and duct sealing, with
repair of low airflow on 2000 units and correcting overcharge on 750 units.
Interactive effects are included.
Table I. Projected Program Savings, Peak Reduction, and Costs
(including interactive savings effects)
Average Cooling Energy Savings
Average Coincident Peak
Reduction

24.4%
691 watts

Average Heating Energy Savings

12%

Average Utility Cost

$306

Average Utility Net Lifecycle
Benefit1

$1028

Participant Cost
Average Participant Net Lifecycle
Benefit2

$50 to $90
$1549

1. Net benefit is gross benefit minus cost. Utility lifecycle benefit is based on reductions at on-peak
and mid-peak. The analysis predicts peak reduction at super-peak (coincident peak) which is not
included in this benefit calculation.
2. Participant net benefit does not include effect of the rebate.
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Itemized Savings, Costs and Benefits
In order to plan the mix of measures included in a particular program it is necessary
to look at the individual savings, costs, and benefits. Table J indicates the energy
savings and peak reduction for individual repair measures, taken separately
(excluding any interactive effects).
Table J. Savings & Peak Reduction Estimates
for Individual Repair Measures
Repair Measure

Cooling

Kw Peak
(watts)

Heating

Correct Low Airflow

7.7%

101

1.9%

Repair Overcharge

11.5%

314

Repair Undercharge

11.8%

183

Repair Duct Leakage

18%

527

12%

Adjust Fan Off Time (Temp)

*10%

*200

8.8%

Correct Underfired Furnace
Reset Anticipator

2.9%
2%

* Research in PG&E’s service territory is required to determine the indoor humidity
effects, occupant response, and actual savings potential of delaying fan off past
compressor shut down.
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Table K. shows the net benefits of individual savings for both the homeowner and
the utility. This is based on a program with strong quality control and a 75%
customer rebate of on site costs. The net benefit is the gross benefit minus the cost.
Table K. Benefit and Cost Estimates
for Individual Repair Measures
Est. Cost
per Site

Participant
Contribution

Total
Utility
Cost

$50

none

$50

Repair Duct Leakage

$200.00

$50.00

$192.50

$1489

$1011

Correct Low Airflow

$50.00

$15.00

$58.75

$204

$52

Repair Overcharge

$100.00

$25.00

$98.75

$256

$135

Repair Undercharge

$200.00

$50.00

$173.75

$235

($6)

Adjust Fan Off Time

$50.00

$15.00

$45.00

$264

$121

Adjust Fan Off Temp

$15.00

$0.00

$20.00

$37

($15)

Reset Anticipator

$5.00

$0.00

$10.00

$38

$0

Correct Underfired Furnace

$50.00

$15.00

$45.00

$33

($43)

Correct CO

$100.00

$25.00

$98.75

$0

($115)

Repair Measure
Air Conditioner Diagnostics

Net Owner Net Utility
Lifecycle
Lifecycle
1
Benefit
Benefit 2

1. Participant net benefit does not include effect of the rebate.
2. Net benefit is gross benefit minus cost. Utility lifecycle benefit is based on reductions at on-peak
and mid-peak. The analysis predicts peak reduction at super-peak (coincident peak) which is not
included in this benefit calculation.

The net lifecycle benefit would change substantially with climate and use patterns.
In this case the kWh saved was substantially leveraged because these houses were
high energy users.
Changes that shift the costs from the utility to the participant will rapidly impact the
net benefit to PG&E.
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IV.

Conclusions

The PG&E Appliance Doctor Pilot Project has identified a significant source of
untapped electrical and gas savings. This potential saving resides in bringing the
existing cooling and heating equipment up to its designed efficiency. Field testing
has proven that these repairs are economically feasible. In addition these repairs
have the potential to improve customer satisfaction.
A 24.4% cooling energy savings and 12% heating savings can be accomplished by a
program that diagnoses and repairs duct leakage, airflow, and overcharge on
residential central air conditioners similar to those in the study.
Information developed in this project has implications for all residential air
conditioners and gas forced air furnaces in PG&E’s service territory. It has special
significance for high bill complaint customers (ECI’s) systemwide.
High Bill Complaints
In all cases the cooling energy use could be lowered by 10% to 30% without extreme
effort. The heating savings on the same units averaged 16%. In the residences
studied, high bill complaints were attributable to significant problems with heating
and cooling equipment, the distribution system, and the building shell.
Existing Infrastructure
The Fresno pilot showed that the existing hvac contractor infrastructure was not able
to identify and solve the problems that led to high bill complaints. This can be
attributed to a business environment that concentrates on low first cost and lowest
bid. This business atmosphere results in poor installations and inadequate time
available to diagnose and repair the extreme problems that exist.
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V.

Recommendations

The Fresno pilot project has demonstrated that substantial energy savings is
available by repairing existing heating and cooling systems. Along with these
savings comes an improved customer relationship and a substantive response to
high bill complaints. For these reasons the following actions are recommended.
Program Implementation
1)

Implement the diagnosis and repair program developed in the pilot as a
service to high use air conditioning customers. Include in this program
repairing duct leakage, increasing airflow, and correcting overcharge.

2)

For gas forced air furnaces, implement a system to lower the fan off
temperature, adjust the anticipator, and check for carbon monoxide in the
flue.

3)

Provide sufficient economic incentive to motivate the hvac contractor to
follow the system, spending the time necessary to perform the tasks
properly.

4)

Provide training on the system to insure that the contractor’s technicians
can perform the tasks.

5)

Utilize reporting, inspection, feedback, and control to insure that the system
is being followed.

Evaluation and Future Development
1)

Continue the submetering analysis of the pilot homes into the summer of
1991 to confirm the peak demand and summer use savings.

2)

Complete a long term pre-/post-repair utility bill analysis on the homes in
the pilot project and on the production program. Only through such
analysis can the true effect of programs be determined.

3)

Investigate the actual savings potential from adding fan run time at the end
of the air conditioner cycle. Quantify the trade-off between interior
humidity and sensible heat removal for climates in PG&E’s service territory.

4)

Determine what percentage of the residential air conditioner customer base
can be serviced cost effectively with the diagnosis and repair program.

New and Replacement Residential Air Conditioner Efficiency Programs
While efficiency improvement can result in reductions in coincident peak, the most
certain reductions would come from installation of higher efficiency air conditioners.
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92.021
If incentives are considered for new or replacement high efficiency air conditioner
installations, these installations should be held to strict criteria, including:
1)

The measured airflow must be between 5% below and 15% above the
manufacturer’s specification.

2)

The installed Energy Efficiency Ratio must be tested on site and be within
5% of the manufacturer’s specification.

3)

The inside coil and filter must be accessible for cleaning.

4)

For new construction, the size of the unit must not exceed the size specified
from Manual J calculations.

5)

For replacement units, the size of the new unit must be the same or less than
that of the existing unit.

6)

For new construction, the ductwork must be sealed with mastic at every
joint, the duct leakage tested, and known to be less than 150 cfm at 50 pa.
house pressure.

PG&E Appliance Doctor, 1/8/91
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Appendix B

Distribution Duct Leakage
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Appendix C

Air Conditioner Submetering
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Appendix D

Forced Air Signature Test
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Appendix E

Savings Estimation Methodology
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Appendix F

Forms and Procedures
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